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1. Introduction 
SCguin, Allard and Bhargava [ 1,4] have recently introduced a class of codes 
(hereafter called SAB-codes) providing error protection in byte-oriented informa- 
tion systems. In the case of bytes of 8 bits, these authors have proposed a l-error 
correcting, 2-error detecting linear code of length 8 x 24 and dimension 7 x 23 
with one parity byte which may correct any double error affecting two different 
information bytes. 
In this paper, we define SAB-codes over any finite field GF(q) for bytes of any 
length 1 and applying some theorems in finite geometry [2, 31 we give general 
constructions which in the binary case and for bytes of length 8 improve the code 
studied in 141. We also give a decoding algorithm based on the geometric 
properties of the construction. 
2. Generalities 
Definition 2.1. Let GF(q) be the finite field with q elements, q a power of a prime 
and GF(q)” the standard n-dimensional vector space over GF(q). A partial 
t-spread in GF(q)” is a set S = { Wi ( i E 1) consisting of t-dimensional subspaces of 
GF(q)” such that any non-zero vector of GF(q)” is in at most one element of S. 
That amounts to say that dim Wi = l and Wi rl Wi = (0) for if j, i, j E 1. 
Definition 2.2. Let t be a fixed natural number and q a power of a prime. A 
(I, q)-byte or simply a I-byte is a sequence of 1 s q* elements in the field GF(q). 
Let S = {Wi ) i E I} be a partial t-spread in GF(q)‘. Define the (1 x 2) matrices Mj 
as follows: the first column of Mi is the zero vector and the other columns are a 
sequence of 1 - 1 distinct non-zero vectors chosen in Wi. 
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A SAB code with one parity l-byte over GF(q) is then a linear code denoted 
SAB(M,, . . . , A$,,, 1, t, q) defined by the following parity control matrix: 
H= 
I...1 o...o 
0. ..o I...1 
1 1 . . . 
M,, M, . . . M?? 1, 
\ /L., -- 
(1) 
i I 1 1 
where I, is the identity matrix (unspecified entries are zeros). 
Remark 2.3. The codewords of SAB(M,,, . . . , M,,,, 1, t, q) are thus of the form 
I&,, bl, . . . , b,, h,,+Il where bo, bI, . . . , b, are m + 1 l-bytes called information 
bytes all of which having even parity, that is 
l-l 
C bii=O, i=O ,..., m, 
j=O 
(2) 
the bij being the components (in GF(q)) of bi, and where 
bin+1 = 2 MibI 
i=O 
(3) 
is the parity byte (b’ denotes the transpose of b). 
A SAB code is thus very easy to encode. His length is (m + 2)1, his dimension 
(m+l)x(l-1) and his rate (m+l)(l-l/l)/(m+2). 
The following theorem has been proved in [l] for q = 2 and I = 2’. 
Theorem 2.4 (Skguin, Allard, Bhargava). Let C be a ((m + 2)1, (m + 1)(1- 1))~SAB 
code with one parity l-byte over GF(q). Then C is one-error-correcting and allows 
to correct all double-error patterns affecting two different information bytes. 
Moreover, C is 2-error-detecting, (i) in the binary case, when the minimum 
weights of the subspaces Wi are greater or equal to two, or 
(ii) in the case qf 2, when, in addition to the preceding property, no three 
non-zero columns of Mi are on the same line in the afine space Wi. 
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3. A geometric construction 
SCguin et al. [4] considered the particular case 1 = 8, t = 3, q = 2 and, using a 
computer, constructed a SAB-code with m = 23. They wanted a code suitable for 
applications of byte-oriented systems, for example the ASCII format used in the 
Videotex system. With the aid of the following construction, we shall be able to 
give in this case a SAB-code with m = 30 and to consider other interesting 
particular cases where for example the bytes may have 9, 11, 16 or 32 bits (in fact 
any 1 bits). 
3.1. A theorem of Beutelspacher 
Theorem 3.1 (Beutelspacher [2]). Let 1 = at + b where 0 < b < t. Then there exists a 
maximal partial t-spread S in GF(q)’ such that 
Cl-1 
cards= c qi’+b+l. 
i=l 
Proof. By induction on a, the induction step being provided by the following 
construction: 
(1) Immerge the vector space V= GF(q)“L+b in the vector space W = 
C=(q) Zr(a-l)ttbl (we suppose here a Z= 2). 
(2) Take a spread S’ = {Vi [ i = 0, 1, . . . , q(a-l)L+b} in W where dim Vi = 
(a - 1)t + b such that one of the Vi denoted V, verifies V, c Vc W. Such a 
spread exists. To see this, note the identification 
GF(q) 
21(a-l)r+bl~[GF(q(a--l)r+b))J2 = j?‘2, 
where p = GF(q (a-l)t-cb) is the field with q(a-l)t+b elements and take the q-ary 
image (relative to a fixed base) of the line spread D = {pi} in the plane FZ. The 
cardinality of D is 
card D 4 
ZIG-lN+bl_ 1 
= = 
4 (a-lN+b_ 1 4 
(a-lh+b+ 1. 
(3) Take the intersection S, ={Vi n V) Vi E S’\{V,}} of S’ with V and the 
maximal partial t-spread S2 in V, such that 
a-2 
card Sz= c qif+b+ 1. 
i=l 
S2 exists by the induction hypothesis because dim V, = (a - 1)t + b. It is proved in 
[ 2] that dim( Vi n V) = t for t # * . Then we set S = S1 U S2 and we see that 
a-2 a-1 
Card S = q (a-l)t+b+ c qit+b+l= 2 qir+b+ 1. ,J 
i=l i=l 
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3.2. Construction of a large class of SAB-codes 
We shall apply the preceding to the construction and decoding of an infinite 
family of SAB-codes. 
Let (Y be a primitive element in the field F= GF(q(a-l’ttb). Denote by (Y~ the 
q-ary image (written as a column) of ai E F relative to the natural base 
(1, a,. . . > a’} (with r = (a - 1)t + b - 1) and define the product (Y’(Y~ by the equal- 
ity (yiaj = ai+j_ 
Take a matrix N,, of dimension [ 1 - (a - 1)t + b] x I with entries in GF(q) whose 
columns are all distinct, one of them being the zero vector. Such a matrix N, 
exists if 1 S qf-(a-‘)t-b. Noting that 1 = at + b implies q’P(aP1)tPb = qt, we are assured 
of the existence of N,, if 1~4’. 
Consider the matrix 
fi,= ..“ou. 
[ I 
where 0 is the zero matrix of dimension [2((a - 1)t + b) - 11 X 1. &TO is a 
[(a - 1)t + b] x 1 matrix and we have 
for some index set J of cardinality 1. Furthermore 
ArO = trunc N0 = [trunc a j]jcJ, 
where trunc is a truncation operation consisting in dropping the last 2[(a - 1)t + 
b]- 1 components of the vector to which it is applied. With these notations, we 
may state the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. Let q be a power of a prime, 1 and t two natural numbers such that 
1sq’ and L=at+b where O<b<t and aZ2. 
If (Y is a primitive element in the field F= GF(q (a-l)t+b) and if the matrices are 
defined as above, then the partitioned matrices 
i = 0, 1, . . . , q(a-l)t+b- 2 
define a SAB-code with one parity l-byte over the jield GF(q). 
Proof. It is sufficient to apply the Beutelspacher construction as follows. The 
immersion V of V = GF(q)’ = GF(q)“‘Cb in W = GF(q)*‘(a-l)ti-bl is the range of the 
mapping 
[XI, f.. 7 X,b[h.. . > X(a-l)t+b, X(,-l)t+b+l, . . . T xl> 0,. . . , 01. 
The line spread D = {Li} in the plane F2 may be expressed as follows: 
Li={y(ai,l)(yEF}={(~i+‘,(yj)I~iE~}, i=0,1,...,q(a-1)t+b-2, 
L,={y(l,O)ly~~I and L,,={y(O,l)ly~&. 
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The q-ary image of Li is Vi = {((Y~+~, d) ) ai E P} and its intersection with the 
immersion v of V in W is Wi = Vi fl VI= {(cyi+j, trunc cu’) ( ai E p} which is a 
(non-maximal) partial t-spread in V. Finally, the matrix Mi is the one having 
{(ff i+j, trunc CX’) ( jEJ} as its column set. These matrices Mi for i = 
0, 1, . . . ) q(a-l)*+b have the form indicated in the theorem. 0 
3.3. Some particular cases 
We shall give examples only the binary case. 
3.3.1. Case where bytes have 8 bits 
In this case q = 2, 1 = 8, t = 3, a = b = 2, the field F= GF(q(a-l)t+b) is thus 
GF(2’) and the matrix fi,, is 
00001111 
00110011 
=[O, Cr2, CY3, CY16, (Y4, cy30, CX17, CP], 
00000000 
00000000 
where (Y is a primitive element of GF(25) such that (Y’ = a3+ 1. This case has been 
treated in [3]. Theorem 3.2 gives here 31 matrices Mi improving the result of [4], 
the partitioned nature of the matrices Mi permitting moreover an easier decoding 
algorithm using arithmetic in GF(2!j) rather than in GF(28). 
3.3.2. Examples where bytes have 9, 11, or 32 bits 
The interest of Theorem 3.2 lies in the fact that the byte length E may be 
arbitrary. To apply Theorem 3.2 it is sufficient to express 1 in the form 1= at + b 
with 0 <b < t, the number (a - 1)t + b being the smallest possible to reduce the 
complexity of the arithmetic which must take place in the field F= GF(q(a-l)*+b). 
We may take (a - 1) t + b to be greater, if we wish to improve the rate of the 
corresponding SAB-code. In the case where bytes have I= 9 bits, we may take 
t = 4, a = 2 and b = 1. The field F is then GF(2’) and 
No = 10, (Y, cy2, (YIS, cy3, Ly29, o!16, (Yz3, a41, 
with (Y a primitive element of GF(25) such that (Y~ = CY~ + 1. The corresponding 
%&-code has length 32 X 9 and dimension 31 X 8. 
In the case where bytes 1 = 11 bits, we take t = 4, a = 2, b = 3. The matrix No is 
rrr,= [O, Ly3, Ly4, LylO, (Y5, cy17, cy’l, (Ys9, ck?, (Y=, Cr’8], 
with a! a primitive element of F= GF(27) such that a7 = (Y + 1. The corresponding 
SAB-code has length 127 X 11 and dimension 126 x 10. 
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Finally in the case where bytes have 1 = 32 bits, we take a = 2, t = 15 and b = 2. 
The field F is then GF(217) and the matrix No of dimension 15 X 32 admits as 
columns the binary representation of 32 natrual numbers between 0 and 32 768, 0 
being one of these. fir, is then obtained from N0 by adding two zero rows. If 
CY E GF(2i7) is a primitive element verifying for example al7 = ar3+ 1, we obtain 
2i7- 1 matrices of the form 
Different choices of a subset of these matrices will produce SAB-codes of varying 
length and rate, the decoding algorithm (to be given below) being the same. 
4. Decoding algorithm 
We shall give a decoding algorithm for any SAB-code as constructed according 
to Theorem 3.1.2, i.e., such that 1 = at + b, 0 <b < t, a 3 2, 1 sq’, the 1 x 1 Mi 
matrices being of the format 
for iE1E{O, 1,. . . ,q’aP1)t+b-2}, 
where (Y is a primitive element of P= GF(q(a-l)t+b) and 
the (~j vectors being the columns of No. Let m = card I- 1. Let y = x + e the 
received word where x is the transmitted codeword and e = [e’, . . . , e&+,1’ is the 
error scheme. 
Let us calculate the syndrome of y. We have 
SR 
[ 1 .“” 7 SC 
where sn and sc are known column-vectors of size (m + 1) X 1 and E X 1, respec- 
tively. 
Given the very particular structure of the Mi matrices, the column syndrome so 
can be written as 
(1) 
sc= 
[ I -:c.. = z. Miei + e,+l = zI [ :$::I + e,,,+l. 
Since (aifiO)ei = CX~ (moei), there is no need to memorise the Mi matrices to 
calculate so; only fro and the values of CY~ are needed. 
Three cases may arise: 
(A) w(sR) = 0. If w(so) = 0, the received word is declared correct. If w(s,-) = 1, 
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then sc = e,,,,, and we correct the error which occurred in the parity byte, in the 
position indicated by the non-zero component of so. If w(so) 2 2, we declare an 
uncorrectable multiple error. 
(B) w(sR)= 1. In such a case, we have ei =0 for all if ii, w(e,,)= 1, and 
%i, = eilK = I# 0. If s$= (Y’$s~), 0,. . . ,O]‘, then 
and NOK = [- ‘SE’ is the Kth column of matrix No. The error is corrected by 
subtracting 6 from the Kth component of the iith byte. If sg’ # cw’l[s~‘, 0,. . . , O]‘, 
we declare an uncorrectable multiple error. 
(C) w(sR) = 2. In such a case, we have ei = 0 for all if il, iZ, ii # i,, 
SRI, = ei,K1 =5#0 and SRiZ= ei&= 7J # 0. 
Furthermore, 
This equality results in a linear system over the field I;= GF(q(a-l)‘+b), 
sg’ = (‘+)NOK, + (7-+)NOK*, 
SE’ = @,,K, + n&K 2’ 
where ig) = [s!$, 0, . . . , 0] is the element of F obtained from sg’ by concatenation 
of (a - l)t+ b - 1 zeros. 
By resolving this system, we find 
&roK, = c-l((yil - (yi2)-1[s&i)- (yi@)], 
&lK, = 7 
-l((yi, _ ai,)-l[ai,s~)_ $)I. 
We then correct the 2 errors by subtracting 5 from the Kith component of the 
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